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New Collection of Wholesale Handbags Available at Italybagshoe

 
Nov 2, 2014-Italy-Italybagshoe has the pleasure to announce a new collection of leather
purses ITALY is now available on the market. The new accessories from Italybagshoe were
specifically designed to enlighten your everyday outfits!

Made of fine materials and with various designs, the new modern accessories from the
Italybagshoe collection are perfect for parties and special occasions, but also for your most
comfortable everyday wear. Keeping up with trends that have dominated fashion runways this
season, www.italybagshoe.com wholesale handbags for this season distinguish through
mysterious colours, enriched with special details.

From shoulder bag, casual but chic, to sophisticated envelope with silver accents and straps
the new Italybagshoe wholesale leather handbags offer you the perfect accessories for the
sensual dress you have chosen for a special occasion, as well as for the comfortable outfits in
evenings spent with friends.

¡°The Italybagshoe wholesale handbags include minimalist accessories, designed for special
occasions, but also large and roomy bags for your everyday wear. We offer cheap handbags
you can carry with you every day, and which can hold all the items you need. In addition, it is
easy to find a bag adapted to any fashion style and any occasion. Our wholesale leather
handbags are a stylish and elegant accessory, the perfect combination of practicality and
modern: they are comfortable, they look delicate, but they are also perfect for going to parties
or to some special events. On our online store, you can find the perfect wholesale handbags
for any event. Available in all colours and shapes you can think of, it is practically almost
impossible not to find the best option for the outfit you have chosen¡±, says Edward West,
Italybagshoe representative.

The feminine and bold handbags from Italybagshoe are the perfect accessory for a glam look
for the holidays. With original designs, clean lines and right angles, these cheap handbags are
easy to carry on your shoulder or arm, and the interior pockets and compartments will help
you effectively organize the things you need to carry. You can always count on Italybagshoe
for both stylish and office outfits, as for the sophisticated cocktail wear. The bags are available
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in numerous colours to choose from.

Italybagshoe ITALY is a leading cheap china factory free shipping paypal handbags, Scarves
and Ladies Fashion Accessories Supplier with key design features in its core design.

Head office and warehouse based in ITALY, Italybagshoe wholesale distribute a huge range of
ladies fashion accessories to traders, independent retailers, chain stores and department
stores within the ITALY and Europe. We offer 24/7 shopping to suit your busy schedule on our
website and all orders will be dispatched same day for next business day delivery.

Beside Wholesale Handbags, we also offer dropshipping service to ecommerce, party
planners who can't hold too much stock but would like to offer a range of products to their
clients. We offer different dropship memberships to suit your needs.

Italybagshoe have their own factory to fulfill your manufacturing orders. We can manufacture
all sorts of PU handbags, evening bags, costume jewellery with a low minimum order of 300
pcs per style in different colours. If you have a design you would like to manufacture, let us
know and we can give you a quotation.

About italybagshoe.com We are the famous online seller for wholesale Italian leather
handbags, shoes and other related products with good quality, fast express service and very
cheap price. We are open to offer any discounts, to meet any kind of target price. Just let us
know your total budget and quantity you want to buy within that budget

Contact: Website: www.italybagshoe.com Email: peter@italybagshoe.com
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